
Anleitung: Kreativ-Set Filzhühner
Instructions No. 1147
 Difficulty: Beginner

These lively chickens are the eye-catcher of your Easter decoration. They are very easy to make with our Creative set, scissors and hot glue gun and can be
used as edge stool, egg warmer or welcome committee of your Easter visit. The instructions are included in the handicraft set in printed form.

And it's that easy:

Which handicraft material do I need for the felt chickens? 
The felt chickens consist of the VBS-Creative set "Filzhühner", in which different colours and thickness Felt sheets and Wobbly eyes are included. These are
processed into decorative chickens with the help of scissors and hot glue gun. 

How do I make the felt chickens? 
Cut the two colored Felt sheet into 2 rectangles of 20 x 5 cm and 3 of 35 x 10 cm. The resulting rectangles must now be cut into symmetrical trapezoids. To do
this, measure the longer side of the rectangle, divide the cm by three and mark the two places. Use a ruler to draw a line from the respective mark to the closer
opposite corner. Now cut along the line. Place the trapezoid with the shorter side down on the work surface, cross the outer, pointed corners towards the front
and fix the body with hot glue. Repeat the process for all chickens. 

For comb, feet, beak and wattles, transfer the templates with a line-ex pen to the delicate pink or white Felt and cut them out. Attach the felt parts and Wobbly
eyes to the body with hot glue. 

How do my felt chickens become individual? 
Whether silver glance, with glasses made of wire or flower in your hair - individualize your chickens as you like! 

Useful tips for tinkering with the felt chickens 
- Self-extinguishing markings with a Strich-Ex pen help to cut the Felt 
- The Felt is best cut with a pair of fabric scissors 

Further free craft instructions with Felt:
- Cuddly heat cushion from Felt (No. 777) 

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/cosy-felt-heat-pad-t816/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/teelichthalter-mit-gefilztem-frosch-t371/


- Tealight holders with felted frog (No. 370) 

Article number Article name Qty
620789 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Round", 20 mm, 30 pieces 1
658324-20 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmMaize Yellow 1
650120-04 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmPale Pink 1
620773 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Round", 16 mm, 50 pieces 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
118576 VBS Glue sticks, Ø 11 mm x 10 cm, 1 kg 1
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